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ALCiE Product Release Announcement

ALCiE Integrated Solutions Inc. (“AIS”), the developer and implementer of the family of ALCiE
®

business software solutions, announces the 2
nd

release of ALCiE 6.7 Enterprise Edition.

* * *

Major enhancements have been added to the latest release of ALCiE Enterprise Edition, in particular
to the operational modules (i.e. those modules that are not part of the Financials Suite), including
Sales Order Processing, Inventory Management, Purchase Order & Requisitioning, and Project
Accounting.

Here are just a few of the highlights in these modules. In Sales Order Processing, a significant
functional addition is the ability to process E-commerce Orders, when the ALCiE Order Entry Web
Interface is installed. In Inventory Management, Stock Transfers (transfers of inventory between two
storage locations) can be tracked as easily as sales orders, since each step of the transfer – request,
picking, issuing and receipt – is distinctly performed and recorded in the system. In Purchase Order &
Requisitioning, additional E-mail notifications have been added to expedite Requisition processing and
increase workflow. In Project Accounting, cost tracking and cost-to-budget comparisons are available
in drill-down fashion, enabling the Project Manager to identify activities that require immediate
attention.

Customers are encouraged to contact AIS to obtain full details and to discuss the benefits of
upgrading to the current ALCiE release.

To maintain consistency in all ALCiE products, the new features in the latest release of the Enterprise
Edition are also available, where applicable, in ALCiE SME (Small-to-Medium Enterprise) and in the
future release of the Small Business Edition. As always, AIS recognizes that the software needs of
smaller enterprises are very similar to those of larger enterprises, which is one of the main reasons for
maintaining this consistency amongst ALCiE products. Another reason is to ensure that the transition
from one product line to the next is as seamless as possible for customers who upgrade their ALCiE
system to the next level.

All ALCiE products will continue to live up to their reputation for reliability and durability, thanks to
high-quality development and to the use of 100% Oracle technology.

For additional information, please contact ALCiE Integrated Solutions by telephone at 1-888-252-4350
(toll-free in North America) or 1-514-744-3440, or by email at info@alcie.com.

About ALCIE Integrated Solutions

ALCiE Integrated Solutions Inc. (“AIS”) is the owner and developer of the unified family of ALCiE
®

business
applications software. AIS also develops other application software, primarily on Oracle

®
-based technologies. In

addition, AIS provides professional I.T. services, and calls upon reputed vendor partners for complementary
services, to fully address the needs of its customers with respect to business solution implementations. ALCiE
modules are fully-integrated and can be bridged into existing legacy systems, taking advantage of a company’s
prior IT investments while optimizing its business data processes. AIS’s mission is to create and implement
reliable, easy-to-use and cost-effective solutions to meet the business requirements of small and medium-sized
enterprises. ALCiE applications, built on a robust and dependable Oracle database architecture, seamlessly
ensure reliable, rapid access to accounting and operational information required by personnel to successfully
accomplish their tasks. Additional information on ALCiE solutions is available at www.alcie.com.
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